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Homey Bridge 

Bullet points 
● EVERYTHING AT HOME CONNECTED: Unify all your smart home devices with Homey Bridge. 

Manage your entire home from anywhere in the world. Control devices, view real-time energy 

usage and receive sensor alerts. 

● YOUR HOME, YOUR RULES: Make all your devices work together seamlessly with Homey 

Flow. Switch your entire home off with the push of a button. Automatically play music when 

you arrive home. Create Flows right within the Homey app and Make It Your Home. 

● THE BRANDS YOU LOVE: Homey works with over 50,000 devices from more than 1,000 

brands. Take your pick from the likes of Sonos, Philips Hue, Spotify Connect, IKEA, Yale, 

Tado, Siemens, Dyson, GE, Withings, LIFX, Aeotec, Nuki, Somfy, Xiaomi, FIBARO, Qubino, 

Netatmo, TP-Link, Danalock and many more. Thanks to Homey’s open platform, new devices 

are added daily. 

● ALL-IN-ONE: Homey Bridge features Wi-Fi, Zigbee, Z-Wave Plus, Infrared, 433MHz and 

Bluetooth. That’s more protocols than any other smart home hub. 

● PRIVACY-FIRST: Homey is built on privacy by design. Your data is not used for profiling, and 

is never shared with third parties without your explicit consent. 

● VOICE CONTROL: Use Homey Bridge to control Infrared, Zigbee and Z-Wave devices with 

Alexa and Google Assistant (devices sold separately). 

● INCLUDES 3 MONTHS HOMEY PREMIUM: Enjoy three months of unlimited smart home. An 

active Homey Premium subscription is required to connect more than five devices to Homey. 

Homey Premium is available for $2.99/month. 

A better smart home 
Homey Bridge allows smart home products from different brands and technologies to speak the 

same language. Connect your wireless devices with Homey Bridge and easily manage, control and 

automate them all from the Homey app. 

Homey Bridge includes six wireless technologies: Wi-Fi, Zigbee, Z-Wave Plus, Bluetooth, 433MHz RF 

and Infrared. Utilising these smart home technologies, Homey Bridge works with 50,000+ products 

from over 1,000 popular brands.  
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Homey Bridge includes a 3-month trial of Homey Premium. An active Homey Premium subscription 

($2.99/month) is required to connect more than five devices to Homey. 

The Homey app 
Use the Homey app to control, manage and automate all your devices at home – regardless of their 

brand. The easy-to-use app is freely available for Android and iOS on both smartphone and tablet. It 

includes everything from control and automation to real-time energy analysis and invites for family 

member- and guest accounts. 

Homey Bridge extends Homey with control via wireless smart home technologies like Zigbee, Z-

Wave Plus, Bluetooth and Infrared. It brings devices that use these technologies into the Homey app, 

and makes them accessible for you from anywhere in the world. 

Your Home, Your Rules 
Home automation becomes child’s play with Homey Flow. Dim the lights when you turn on the TV. 

Automatically run the Roomba when the last person has left home. Let your lights flicker and your 

speakers wail an alarm when there’s a break-in.  

Every home is different. That’s why Homey makes it easy to personalize your home and create your 

own Flows. Homey Flow can be found right in the Homey app for mobile, as well as the Homey Web 

App on my.homey.app. 

The brands you love, together at last 
Homey unifies the brands that you know and love in smart home. Have your pick from 50,000+ 

smart devices from 1,000+ brands, and make them work together so they become even smarter. 

That’s great for now, and even greater for the future. And because of Homey’s open platform, new 

devices are added to Homey on a daily basis. 

Dedicated to your security and privacy 
Your home should be your safe and private place. That’s why Homey is dedicated to your security 

and privacy. Homey gives you insights in how your smart home and devices behave. This data is 

only for you to see and analyse. It’s not used for profiling or selling ads, and it is never shared with 

third parties without your explicit consent.  
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All connections between your phone, Homey and Homey Bridge are secured, and the Homey 

platform is kept up-to-date with regular security updates. Because privacy and security matter. Our 

business model is built on designing a great product, not selling your data. 

 

Q&A 

1. How many Homey Bridges do I need in my home? 
One home, one Homey Bridge. That's all you need to control an entire home. Everyone, both family 

members and guests, can have their own unique Homey accounts and get access to the home 

based on permissions set by the owner. 

2. What’s the deal with Homey Premium exactly? 
Homey Premium is a $2.99/month subscription that is required to connect more than five devices to 

Homey. It’s used to cover server costs, software and security updates and to ensure sustainable 

service while maintaining your privacy. One subscription is enough for one home, no matter the 

number of devices, users, guests or household members. Homey Bridge includes a free 3-month trial 

of Homey Premium. Homey Premium is not required if you have 5 or less devices connected to 

Homey. 

3. Can I see how the Homey app works before purchasing Homey Bridge? 
Yes, you can. Homey without the Bridge can be used to control devices already connected to the 

internet. Just download the Homey app from the App Store or Google Play and create a free 

account. 

4. Why do I need the Homey Bridge as I can also just use the Homey app without 

the Bridge? 
Homey without Homey Bridge connects just to cloud-connected devices. The Bridge extends this 

with connectivity over Zigbee, Z-Wave Plus, 433MHz, Bluetooth and Infrared. Homey needs the 

Bridge to talk with Zigbee lightbulbs, Z-Wave sensors, motorized blinds or your TV, for instance. 

5. Can Homey Bridge be added to an existing Homey environment? 
Yes. You can simply add Homey Bridge to your Homey setup like you would with any other device. 

You can then use it to add new devices using the local connectivity Homey Bridge offers. 
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6. Why is Homey Bridge so much better-looking than other smart home hubs? 
We’re glad you asked! Homey Bridge includes infrared to control your TV. Therefore, we designed it 

for your living room, not to be hidden away in some control cabinet or closet. And who doesn’t love a 

beautiful product? 


